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Dear Reader,
Welcome to the seventh edition of #SOETEQUITY newsletter! This newsletter is
designed to bring to you a wide range of engineering and technology-related
information in the form of informative blogs and achievements. The theme of this
issue is "Power Plus". In this issue, we focus on different aspects of electrical
engineering related studies, technologies & global job prospects.
For your reading pleasure, in this issue, we are discussing the role of power sector
with wind energy, latest development in using solar energy as a game changer in
power sector and many more. This issue also discusses some paradigm shift in
delivering education.
‘Subscribe’ this newsletter if you find it valuable and share it with your colleagues,
friends and family members. We are keen to know about your reading preferences.
So, kindly let us know about it. There is an option for your feedback at the end of
the newsletter.
Happy Reading!
-Editorial Team #SOETEQUITY
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#ExpertTalk
Electrical Engineering is one of the traditional, long run and major
branches of Engineering. Dr. Anish Deb, Head of the Department
(Electrical Engineering) shares his academic and research
experience to enhance the skills and direct the young generation
towards a new growth in the eld of Electrical Engineering.

#EducationPlus
FUTURE SCOPE OF POWER
SECTOR WITH WIND ENERGY
A blog by Mr. Avik Datta, Assistant
Professor, EE

Presently, the world economy is
naturally subject to the viable methods
of electrical force age, proper
administration what’s more, circulation.
The regular methodologies of vitality
creation have an enormous symptom on
the worldwide atmosphere and
atmosphere changes. As per as of late
distributed reports by the International
Energy O ce (IEA)...
Read more

SOLAR ENERGY A PHASE
CHANGER IN POWER SECTOR
FOR SOCIETY
A blog by Mr. Titas Kumar Nag, Assistant
Professor, EE

Characteristic asset consumption is a
vital ecological issue that the nation is
confronting these days. Petroleum
product utilization winds up in the
out ow of ozone depleting substances
during power age, which is answerable
for a dangerous atmospheric deviation
and environmental change. The vitality
requests in India are expanding
moderately at a high rate because of
expanding populace, expectation for
everyday comforts and monetary turn of
events...
Read more

A GATEWAY TO CLEAN AND
GREEN ENERGY
A blog by Mr. Avik Datta, Assistant
Professor, EE

India’s economic revival post the twoand-a-half-month lockdown period could
be channelized into searching for
cleaner sources of energy that would
bene t both nature and its inhabitants.
To start with, the central government
should look for ways to utilize abundant
solar energy available in most parts of
the country. In this case, the focal point
should be to energise the nearly 39,000
unelectri ed healthcare centres as well
as numerous primary and secondary
schools in the Indian countryside.
Read more

#ParadigmEducation
DIGITAL LEARNING-A
PARADIGM SHIFT IN
DELIVERING EDUCATION
A blog by Ms. Sunam Saha, Assistant
Professor, EE

In ancient times education was
conveyed through Ashram by a GuruShisha mechanism. It required the
student to stay in the Ashram and the
education or the knowledge gained was
a continual process. With time the
modes of imparting knowledge has
changed but the principle remained the
same. For knowledge to ow it requires
a “teacher” and a “student”. The present
education system...
Read more

TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOR
THE DEVEOPMENT OF
SOCIETY
A blog by Mr. Titas Kumar Nag,
Assistant Professor, EE

Since the start of the 21st century the
Government has known about the
negative improvement of specialized
education. One of its fundamental
preconditions would be advancement
of instructive projects at various
degrees of the instructive framework
as per the prerequisites of instructive
practice and in line with current needs
of the work showcase. In this way, it
will bolster the instruction prompting
the advancement of employment..
Read more

#FacultySpeaks
Teaching Learning process always
plays a key role in every student's life.
Mr. Avik Dutta, Assistant Professor,
Department of Electrical Engineering
talks about electromagnetic theory that
deals with electric eld and magnetic
eld.

Mr. Titas Kumar Nag, Assistant
Professor, Department of Electrical
Engineering talks various new courses
like Sustainable Energy offered by
Electrical Engineering Department.

#StudentSpeaks
Online teaching nowadays has
become exible instructional delivery
system that encompasses learning
via Internet. It is a form of education
where students can interact with their
faculties or mentors via any
communicating devices like laptops,
desktops, cell phones etc.

Watch Video

Aritra Das, Student, B. TechElectrical Engineering shares his
experience of online classes through
various platforms at Adamas
University.

#StudentAchievement
Rahul Sarkar, from the Electrical
Engineering Department of SOET,
who won bronze at the All India
Student Design Competition by the
NDRF & finished second in the
International Science Festival.

#CallForArticles
EngineeringPlus+ is looking for student authors from School of Engineering and
Technology (Adamas University) who are willing to contribute short scienti c or
technical articles for upcoming newsletter issues. Links of any published
articles/blogs authored by you can also be shared for this purpose. Please send
your article/links to soetequity@adamasuniversity.ac.in mentioning your article title,
name, department and year.
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